Position paper. COVID-19: A turning point to further sanitation justice?
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Abstract

Sanitation has received increased attention during the COVID-19 pandemic, but the heterogeneity of infrastructures, investments, practices and needs that exist on the ground, have often been overlooked. Consequently, the intersecting inequalities shaping how COVID-19 and sanitation interact remain unaddressed. This paper suggests it is possible to move beyond ‘deficit narratives’, and to support pathways towards just sanitation for all women and men, girls and boys during and beyond the pandemic. Tracking down past, ongoing and projected sanitary arrangements, exploring the political economy of both grid and off-grid investments and promises, and paying attention to the diversity of needs and practices from an intersectional perspective that considers, among other things, class, gender, age, ethnicity and ability, are three directions to do so. Together, these three directions can account for how illness or health, poverty or prosperity, suffering or well-being, stigma or respect are generated for different people who are dependent on, or who are providing, sanitation services. COVID-19 marks a turning point to critically reframe how we talk and act upon just sanitation and to challenge long-term inequalities.
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Sanitation has received increased attention during the COVID-19 pandemic, as handwashing stations burgeon¹, sanitation workers are handed out protective equipment² and wastewater is
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investigated for viral residues\textsuperscript{3}. Indeed, poor sanitation can contribute to viral dispersal and exacerbate health issues and is, by itself, lethal to around half a million people each year\textsuperscript{4} - approximately one-quarter of the number of COVID-19-induced fatalities recorded globally by January 2021\textsuperscript{5}. Yet, the current harnessing of sanitation, as an objective, a source of viral exposure or a means to monitor viral loads, often downplays the heterogeneity of infrastructures, investments, practices and needs that exist on the ground. Consequently, existing intersecting inequalities that shape how COVID-19 and sanitation interact, as elaborated below, remain largely unaddressed.

Drawing on the ongoing work of a transdisciplinary network of researchers, practitioners and grassroots organisations focused on sanitation in urban Africa\textsuperscript{6}, we seize this moment to explore and challenge the politics of maldistribution, misrecognition, and unequal power underpinning sanitation injustices. We suggest that investigating the legacies of promises and investments, documenting the trajectories of sanitary arrangements, and engaging with the practices and experiences of users and providers, is crucial to grasp how sanitation is impacting, being affected, and handled under the COVID-19 pandemic. This could supersede the deficit narratives which reduce sanitation to a technical and cultural gap, supporting solutions which too often achieve limited impact. The benefits of tackling sanitation injustices extend beyond the pandemic and sanitation per se and from illness to health, violence to safety and dignity, and burden to inclusion. Indeed sanitation is linked to 133 of the 169 targets (77\%) set by the UN Sustainable Development Goals (Parikh et al. 2020).

**Tackling intersecting inequalities beyond deficit narratives**

Sanitation injustices are often described as ‘infrastructural deficits’ and ‘access gaps’. WHO/UNICEF (2017) estimates only 45\% of the world’s population benefiting from safely managed water toilets or onsite facilities; 2.3 billion people lacking access to basic services, and over 890 million still defecating in the open\textsuperscript{7}. However, framing sanitation simply as a technical and financial deficit obscures the importance of contextual arrangements and disparities within and across grid and off-grid sanitation infrastructure and services. These arrangements and disparities both shape contrasting situations and entail solutions for inclusive sanitation to work for women and girls, men and boys.

At the city scale, sanitation forms an assemblage of diverse infrastructure and practices. These include toilets connected by pipes to sewer networks that discharge into waste-water treatment plants (also known as grid sanitation), facilities with on-site pits or septic tanks serviced by mechanical or manual faecal sludge emptiers (considered as off-grid), as well as disconnected, or more accurately leaking, overflowing or uncontained sites of excretion and disposal. Residents
navigate across and along this sanitation landscape which gives rise to particularly unpleasant and inequitable situations. Some off-grid households simultaneously pay municipal taxes for a sewer system they do not access while funding their onsite sanitation facilities. The implications of unsafe sanitation are likely to be more pronounced in flood and landslide prone areas, co-occurring with limited services such as healthcare and insecure land tenure. These inequalities are ingrained in urban trajectories, produced by social, political, and economic choices as well as by unexpected and unplanned events ranging from environmental disasters to informal urbanization and conflicts.

Sanitation inequalities are distributed along lines of identity, such as: class, with a strong relationship between tenure and access to decent sanitation (McGranahan, 2015); gender, in relation to factors such as exposure to violence (Winter and Barchi 2016), struggles around menstrual hygiene (Chant and MacIlwaine, 2015), and pervasive gender norms about responsibility for dealing with the day to day management of household hygiene and related health issues (Sweetman and Medland, 2017), and; disability, with disabled people having poorer access to public sanitation facilities, due to stigma and design failures (Wasonga & Bukiania, 2015). However, experiences of inadequate sanitation are not experienced uniformly along lines of singular identities such as gender but are rather encountered at the intersection of identities such as gender, class, age, sexuality, and ability. These intersections mean that individuals have specific, embodied, experiences of sanitation, but those with intersecting subordinated identities are more likely to be disadvantaged in their experience of sanitation, and less well represented in decision-making about sanitation infrastructure (Walker and Butcher, 2016).

Understanding sanitation injustices and how they can be tackled from a gender and intersectional perspective is thus crucial for effective COVID-19 responses, yet this tends to be overlooked.

**How COVID-19 and its responses combine with and magnify sanitation inequalities**

Governmental responses to COVID-19 reconfigure sanitation practices and access, by unwillingly affecting those deprived of well-maintained facilities at home. Lock down measures and the closure of places such as schools, markets, and public toilets, cut off users from accessing collective facilities. Residents depending on shared toilets must forgo health advice advocating isolation and physical distancing to satisfy their sanitary needs. Furthermore, the onus on individual protection increases the burden of those, often women and girls, who look after people and facilities, at a time of heightened pressure on water resources, time, and budgets. The inter-relations between viral exposure and vulnerability, socioeconomic inequalities, and the distribution of non-communicable diseases, are so important that some have argued COVID-19
should be considered a synergistic epidemic, or **syndemic** rather than a pandemic (Horton 2020). Indeed, syndemics are the aggregation of disease clusters emerging as multiple processes converge to create even deeper health disparities (Singer 2009). For example, unsafe sanitation not only increases exposure to pathogens but also coincides with contexts of heightened vulnerability (limited healthcare, economic precarity, lack of protective equipment).

Restrictive assessments of sanitation as a source of viral exposure run the risk of amplifying such health disparities. Sanitation has remained a peripheral object of investigation in the absence of documented cases of faecal-oral contamination. Rather, the bulk of the attention has been on the dispersal of the SARS-COV-2 virus causing COVID-19 through respiratory droplets and fomites in person-to-person and hand-mediated contacts. However, there is evidence of live SARS-COV-2 virus in the stools of infected carriers and of potential dissemination of viral aerosol particles by flushing. The absence of assessments in non-flush systems, highly shared facilities, or places where residents are in direct contact with untreated effluents is especially problematic in sub-Saharan Africa where an estimated one in five people depend on shared toilets, rising to 40% in urban areas (UNICEF and WHO 2017), and where dozens of households can rely on the same facility.

A limited understanding of COVID-19 interactions with sanitation disparities is worsened by the exclusion of off-grid residents from sewer-based monitoring. Tracking viral fragments in wastewater might reach up to 2.1 billion sewer-connected users but overlooks the 5.7 billion who rely on pit latrines, septic tanks, and disconnected sites (Hart and Halden 2020). As a result, their health is ignored. Such distinction foregrounds urban, western, and colonial biases. Indeed, flush toilets, pipes, and sewers are largely based on a model piloted in London in the 19th century, exported to Europe, and implemented in colonial cities around the globe, as a form of superior civilizational hygienic practice (Black and Fawcett 2008; Barlow 2017). For example, in Beira, Mozambique, Portuguese colonial authorities only connected the industrial areas and the port to sewers, relegating Mozambican natives to peripheral areas and makeshift on-site sanitary solutions. The resulting infrastructure divide is long-lasting, and common to many sub-Saharan cities, such as Freetown, Sierra Leone, where the 4-km-long-sewer network only serves 61 properties in the historic colonial centre, bypassing 90% of the population, 75% of which rely on unimproved pit latrines. While there has been progress in wastewater monitoring, this should not be at the expense of analyzing off-grid sanitation chains, which often serve resource-constrained and vulnerable residents, particularly if we do not want to reinforce the sydnemic nature of COVID-19.

Paradoxically, while sanitation currently makes the headlines without acknowledging existing inequalities and asymmetries, these nonetheless come back to the forefront. As women constitute
70% of the global health workforce, menstruation - a particular taboo within the sanitation taboo - becomes an important matter in the COVID-19 crisis (UNICEF 2020). Public facilities, in places of supposedly privatized practices, are petitioned for, and forcefully reopened, making it clear that sanitation needs extend beyond domestic spaces. In some countries, school reopening is conditional on improved toilets, turning this neglected feature into a crucial one. We therefore ask whether COVID-19 could be a lever to advance equitable sanitation. Below, we sketch the potential of engaging with sanitation promises and investments, of exploring how sanitation trajectories are shaped on the ground, and of including users and providers’ practices, experiences, and expectations.

Pathways to further sanitation justice

First, the fact that we struggle to fully grasp how access to sanitation interacts with the pandemic and its responses indicates that the costs and investments of grid and off-grid sanitation remain poorly understood. We know that large-scale investments typically bypass the urban poor who in return must incur considerable costs (in terms of time, money, ill-health, missed education, and so on) to compensate for infrastructure and service deficits. But surprisingly, we know little about how sanitation investments by governments, development partners, utilities, collectives of the poor, and individual households work as a whole and in relation to each other. This simultaneously masks sanitation inequalities and hinders the development and scaling-up of adequate alternatives. Tracing the junctures and disjunctures between sanitation promises and the flows of sanitation investments appears key to identify factors shaping sanitation cityscapes and their responses to crises.

Second, beyond the political economy of infrastructure, the biases inherent to wastewater-based epidemiology call for an investigation of the multiple sanitation chains that coexist to channel human excreta in potentially diverging directions. A myriad of residents and workers engage with the construction, maintenance, and repair of sanitation facilities, from administrators and technicians to users, janitors, toilet block operators, truck drivers and pit emptiers. Their knowledge and experience can support a more inclusive and relational understanding of sanitation. At stake is the production of a comprehensive picture linking sanitation and health beyond sewer-connected residents. Accounting for power relations and the structural elements shaping people’s options is one way to move beyond the individualizing ontologies, which lay the responsibility, and blame, on users and their cultural behaviours.

Third, as the COVID-19 pandemic is likely to trigger renewed support for sanitation projects and investments, it is essential to ground these in the experiences and expectations of users and providers. International funders often overlay their own “project laws” and conditionalities on
top of existing legal pluralism overlooking local preferences and creating illegible infrastructure palimpsests (Allen et al. 2019). Yet, several methods have been successfully applied to make marginalised voices heard and support diversified sanitation needs and capacities. Social audits, bringing people to assess sanitation services and hold authorities accountable (SJC 2014), participatory filmmaking putting sanitation-related violence on the spot (Sharma 2015; Thompson, Gaskin, and Agbor 2017), intersectional reconstructions of sanitation trajectories (Hofmann 2017), supporting women leaders in sanitation (Ink@Wash 2020), and discussion groups about menstruation (Ahmed and Yesmin 2008), have all proven highly productive. Taking stock of these approaches is crucial to make the most of the renewed interest in sanitation, further inclusion, and to challenge long-term inequalities.

Sanitation intrinsically depends on the interactions and flows of users, labourers, material, and investments, as people negotiate access, menstruate, clean and care for others, fetch water, or remove excreta across neighbourhoods. These flows both shape the pandemic and are reconfigured by responses to it. By emphasising sanitation as a key sector in its entirety, a means to track contamination levels, and a potential source of exposure, the COVID-19 pandemic has unexpectedly shed light on a very uneven landscape of infrastructures, performances, and experiences. Overlooking sanitation injustices might lead to their reproduction, but there is no reason to let this happen. As we embark on co-producing an intersectional examination of how sanitation (in)justice works across urban Africa, we hope to be joined by researchers, practitioners, and grassroots organisations to explore how identified challenges can be addressed and tackled for sanitation to become a right for all women and men, girls and boys during and beyond the COVID-19 pandemic.
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